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 Transforming U.S. Espionage

 A Contrarian's Approach

 Jennifer Sims

 Since the terrorist attacks of 9/11, national security experts
 have tried to identify the causes of U.S. intelligence failures
 and propose structural reforms to remedy them. Yet in
 designing proposals for reform, experts have overlooked a
 contradiction with important implications for intelligence.
 On the one hand, academic and government- sponsored
 research has substantiated a disturbing trend of which the
 growing terrorist threat is just one part- the rise of hostile net-
 works, net- centric warfare, and "smart mobs" empowered by
 modern personalized communications and the Internet.1 The
 prescription: de- emphasize central authority and empower
 lower levels of decision making because, according to this view,
 "it takes networks to fight networks."2

 On the other hand, the 9/11 Commission, which substanti-
 ated the failures of U.S. government bureaucracies before the
 attacks, has noted the dangers of uncoordinated decision mak-
 ing at lower levels. The prescription: bureaucratic reforms that
 call for new authorities and centralized command at the high-
 est levels of Washington s intelligence establishment."3

 In other words, looking at what went wrong on 9/11, we have
 a near consensus that the United States needs a more powerful
 manager at the top of a more centralized intelligence commu-
 nity.4 But, looking at the future of warfare, communications,
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 TRANSFORMING U.S. ESPIONAGE

 and interstate competition, we also have a
 near consensus that decentralized

 authority and the ability to rapidly build
 and disassemble teams for field opera-
 tions against a networked adversary is
 most essential.5

 This contradiction in analysis and pre-
 scription is less interesting on its merits
 than it is for illustrative use in classroom

 discussions of the public policy process. It
 is, after all, far harder to legislate better
 intelligence policies and practices than it
 is to centralize and augment bureaucratic
 power in the hopes that someone with
 "real authority" at the top can do so.
 Academics, free from policy responsi-
 bilities, too frequently offer creative
 prescriptions that lack roadmaps for
 implementing them.6 This article
 bridges this gap by focusing less on struc-
 tures than on the policies and practices of
 intelligence - the "how- to 's" of getting the

 job done. It will also focus on one of the
 most important domains of intelligence-
 human intelligence (HUMINT) or espi-
 onage, widely regarded to be under-pow-
 ered as a result of years of budget cuts.7

 Of course, such an approach does not
 mean that governmental structures are
 irrelevant to success. It does mean that, if

 one goes to the meat of the matter and
 asks intelligence professionals what capa-
 bilities U.S. intelligence needs that it
 does not have now, the first answer will

 not likely be a new office in Washington.
 Instead, it will be to provide them with
 the policies and practices necessary for
 intelligence to succeed in the twenty- first
 century. If we begin with this issue of
 necessary capabilities and attendant con-
 straints, it may be possible to suggest
 reforms that follow function and to satis-

 fy perhaps the greatest deficiency the 9/11
 Commission identified: a lack of imagi-
 nation, practically employed.

 The Conventional Wisdom on
 Espionage. Expert observers generally
 hold to three "truths" about human

 intelligence: it is the most important
 mode of intelligence collection against
 transnational networks such as al- Qaeda,
 especially when married to timely law
 enforcement information; reconstitut-

 ing American capabilities in this area will
 take at least five years; and, in the mean-
 time, gaps in espionage capabilities can
 be filled through foreign intelligence
 liaison. Insiders quietly discuss a fourth
 "truth" : spies posing as diplomats will no
 longer be effective in the new "war"
 against terrorism and its allies in inter-
 national organized crime.

 Whereas all four assertions contain

 kernels of truth, they also involve dan-
 gerous misperceptions. For example,
 foreign intelligence liaison provides
 intelligence with a catch; allies often want
 to help, but they have their own agendas,
 including influencing U.S. decisions and
 keeping terrorists from turning on them
 or crossing their own borders.
 Intelligence liaison demands superb
 counterintelligence capabilities or it risks
 distorting operations and misleading
 decision makers. Witness the results of

 "liaising" with Iraqi dissidents prior to
 the Iraq war- significant overestimation
 of the WMD threat. Unfortunately,
 counterintelligence is hardly U.S. intel-
 ligence^ strongest suit. While there are
 gains to be had from liaison, there is,
 perhaps, no way for it to fill near- term
 gaps in unilateral human intelligence
 capabilities.

 If this is true, and considering the
 likely time it will take to rebuild U.S.
 HUMINT, is there no other collector
 that can accomplish HUMINT' s coun-
 terterrorist mission in the short term?

 Probably not. Espionage against terror-
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 ists is indeed crucial. Human intelli-

 gence has the capacity to establish rela-
 tionships of influence, expose an adver-
 sary's plans, and thus provide strategic
 warning of attack. But concluding that
 HUMINT is essential does not mean

 that it is the sole answer to the collection

 problem against terrorism. In fact, the
 best collection against any target is syn-
 ergistic, employing various sensors and

 signals and imagery satellites have so far
 withstood premature pronouncements
 of their demise or, at least, obsolescence.

 In fact, methods of denial and deception
 currently employed by foreign govern-
 ments to "harden targets" are as rigorous
 as they are in part because sophisticated
 U.S. technical systems have driven adver-
 saries seeking to avoid technical collec-
 tors deeper underground and into the

 U.S. technical systems have driven
 adversaries deeper underground and into the
 dark.

 platforms in a combined effort. And
 synergy is becoming more, not less,
 important. The network and Internet
 capabilities of the adversary require that
 human agents employ technology in ways
 they never have before. As one expert has
 noted in a powerful paper on the sub-
 ject, document stealing is out, computer
 rip-offs are in. The issue is thus not just
 rebuilding past HUMINT capabilities, it
 is creating new collaborative relation-
 ships between technical sensors and
 human "platforms" capable of providing
 those sensors with access to their elusive

 targets and of processing the results in
 real time. Through such synergies,
 HUMINT could go beyond rebuilding
 to exponentially improving its capabili-
 ties against certain targets- possibly in
 less than five years.

 However, such progress will not occur
 if clandestine HUMINT is asked to work

 targets for which it is unsuited and ill-
 equipped because other collectors, such
 as traditional signals and imagery intelli-
 gence systems, have been allowed to atro-
 phy. Agencies responsible for employing

 dark. The United States has responded,
 and continues to respond, by carefully
 nurturing its technical research and
 development, adding to the capabilities
 of collectors to look where they previous-
 ly could not see. If well done, such inno-
 vation forces the adversary to hide where
 the U.S. government wants him to - that
 is, where he thinks he is safe but is not.

 This is a standard, iterative process simi-
 lar to caging a king in the game of chess.
 Just as in chess, one does not willingly
 give up any of the pieces controlling
 spaces on the game board.8

 Besides, for all the importance of the
 transnational actor on the international

 stage, the policies of foreign govern-
 ments - some as hostile as North Korea

 and some as enigmatic as Pakistan- will
 still be a first- order concern to U.S.

 policymakers. Both close-access and
 stand-off capabilities to collect against
 them will be required. Clandestine
 HUMINT cannot be expected to do the
 job alone or without its classic mode of
 access to foreign government decision
 making- official cover.
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 Espionage for the Future. The
 foregoing analysis suggests five impera-
 tives for redesigning human intelligence.
 First, it makes sense to consider new

 models for human intelligence collec-
 tion - models that include the use of pen-
 etration agents, sleeper cells, and roving
 clandestine agents. The point is not to
 use these agents as U.S. adversaries do, to
 run covert action and sabotage opera-
 tions, although such capabilities would
 be implicit. Rather, the principal pur-
 pose would be to insinuate them into
 societies now opaque to U.S. decision
 makers for the purpose of simple collec-
 tion against disaffected groups and
 potential criminal and terrorist groups.
 Their metric for success would be less

 reporting on high-priority targets than
 establishing networks within societies for
 the purpose of future collection and in
 anticipation of priorities not yet envi-
 sioned by policymakers.

 Such techniques are not new.
 Britain employed Captain Sir Richard
 Burton in its expansion of empire
 towards the end of the nineteenth cen-

 tury.9 An intelligence agent who spoke
 seven languages and rarely wrote home,
 Burton served as a one-man advance

 team for British interests in India, the
 Middle East, and North Africa over the
 course of several decades of bold and

 risky travel. Similarly, and only slight-
 ly less grandly, Stalin employed
 Leopold Trepper and Richard Sorge as
 roving agents in Europe and Asia, set-
 ting up networks for collection against
 Nazi Germany and Japan well before
 the Second World War.10 Eventually,
 Trepper's and Sorge's reporting put
 the lie to those in the United States

 who claimed the Japanese emperor's
 inner circle and the Nazi SS could not

 be penetrated by human agents. Both

 succeeded in providing tactical warn-
 ing of Axis intentions at the outbreak
 of the Second World War.

 Interestingly, both Sorge's and
 Burton's morals were anathema to

 their respective employers; their sexual
 exploits in particular apparently alien-
 ated them from their sponsors.

 But there is an especially interesting
 side lesson involved in a review of

 Trepper's operation, known by its
 codename, Red Orchestra. Whereas

 Burton and Sorge were penetration
 agents, Trepper ran a network of cells.
 Referred to as "The Conductor,"

 Trepper employed the latest technology
 to maximize his results - small, wireless

 radios. Although the ease of intercep-
 tion of the cells' transmissions ulti-

 mately resulted in the roll- up of the
 network, the sophisticated employment
 of the technology enabled the Red
 Orchestra's cell system to function as a
 network, achieve tactical surprise, and
 even provide Stalin with accurate, tacti-
 cal warning of Operation Barbarossa,
 Hitler's surprise attack against the
 Soviet Union. Hitler achieved surprise
 largely because Stalin did not believe
 what his agents were collecting, not
 because the collection methods failed to

 produce results.
 Apart from reminding reformers that

 intelligence failures can be traced to the
 users as well as the producers of secrets,
 the example of the Red Orchestra sug-
 gests something more: that the United
 States should integrate the latest innova-
 tions in private sector technologies, such
 as small, encrypted and digitalized com-
 munications, data handling and infer-
 encing engines, and robotics, to aid the
 cover, mobility, and situational aware-
 ness of any new class of roving agents the
 United States might employ.
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 A second recommendation worth

 considering also comes from the past,
 and concerns the use of covert

 HUMINT. During the First World War,
 the British developed a network of spies
 called the White Lady that openly and
 accurately collected information on
 German railway traffic in northern
 Europe." That their collection was con-
 ducted overtly against unclassified targets
 while their sponsorship was secret made
 the network covert rather than clandes-

 tine. The new importance of open
 sources to the tracking of U.S. adver-
 saries and the ease of networking offered
 by the Internet revolution suggest that
 the British model, a kind of neighbor-
 hood watch, might have relevance today.

 tion of intelligence operations out of the
 White House and, specifically, out of the
 National Security Council.

 While no one would argue that back-
 stopped coordination is unimportant,
 the U.S. government can no longer
 afford a top-down approach to the man-
 agement of field-based intelligence
 operations. Instead, chiefs of station and
 ambassadors, who are statutorily respon-
 sible for all U.S. government activities
 overseas and directly accountable to the
 president, should have their authorities
 reinforced and reinvigorated. In doing
 so, new authorities may be required to
 enhance their ability to coordinate activ-
 ities in collaboration with the relevant

 regional military commander. Given the

 The U.S. government can no longer
 afford a top-down approach to the management
 of field-based intelligence operations.

 Lastly, and probably most important-
 ly, the analysis above suggests that synergy
 in U.S. field operations is crucial. If it is
 true that technical and human sensors

 need to work flexibly and interactively
 with stand-off collection capabilities,
 then the ability to coordinate fast- mov-
 ing intelligence operations on the
 ground is essential. It will also be risky.
 Responsibility for such coordination in
 any given country has traditionally been
 ascribed to the CIA chief of station. He

 or she has always been directly account-
 able to the director of central intelligence
 and the relevant bilateral ambassador for

 the coordination of all intelligence oper-
 ations in country. Over time, however,
 this role has been eclipsed by
 Washingtons preference for coordina-

 nature of the war on terror, a war that is
 conducted more within societies than on

 a classic battlefield, delays in implement-
 ing this recommendation will have a
 direct impact on the U.S. capacity to win.

 The corollary is, of course, the need to
 strengthen the role of embassies in gen-
 eral and ambassadors in particular. If the
 earlier analysis of HUMINT is correct,
 the serious decline in the ranks of the

 Foreign Service and its funds for field
 reporting is an intelligence disaster. It is
 a disaster as yet unrecognized by analysts
 who approach intelligence reform with
 deeper understanding of budget pro-
 grams and line charts than intelligence
 functions and methods.

 Of course, added funding for
 embassies and revitalized authorities for
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 ambassadors and chiefs of station will

 come with certain costs, some of which

 will be politically difficult to swallow: a
 higher professional threshold for politi-
 cal appointees seeking ambassadorial
 ranks; better training within the Foreign
 Service and the CIA's operations direc-
 torate concerning each other's role; and
 enhanced cross- agency training and
 teamwork, based on greater discipline
 within the ranks. The point here will not
 be to break down institutional cultures

 but to regain respect for them and to use
 them to U.S. advantage overseas.

 It is also useful to point out that there
 will be another cost of empowering
 chiefs of station that is less political and
 more serious. To the extent that law

 enforcement information is increasing-
 ly considered intelligence within the
 U.S. context, chiefs of station will want

 and expect control of its dissemination
 to foreign governments. However, law
 enforcement officers, rightly interested
 in prosecuting crimes and liaising with
 foreign law enforcement entities, will be
 wary of ceding control over this material
 to intelligence interests alone. Indeed,
 there is some risk that the value gained in
 even partial disassembly of the "wall"
 between law enforcement and intelli-

 gence in this country will lead to a shut-
 ting down of information- sharing
 through law enforcement channels. If
 this is so, then the U.S. system will suf-
 fer serious intelligence losses.

 Conclusion: The Impact of
 Structural Change and Current
 Proposals for Reform. The danger
 in proceeding with structural reform of
 the U.S. intelligence community before
 correcting policies and practices is that
 such changes may make matters worse.
 Perhaps one example will adequately

 illustrate the problem. If, as now seems
 likely, the U.S. intelligence community is
 topped by a new national intelligence
 director (NID), what will be that direc-
 tor's relationship with the directorate of
 operations' chiefs of station (COS) over-
 seas? Having each COS report to the
 NID on community-wide collection and
 to the director of central intelligence-
 now head of just the CIA- on human
 intelligence would complicate the chain
 of command and thus likely reduce flex-
 ibility in the field. However, having the
 COS report to the CIA director alone
 would eliminate their standing as the
 president's representatives for all intelli-
 gence activities overseas and leave ambas-
 sadors without effective counterparts.
 This need for a dual-hatted chief has

 been the long-standing argument for
 making the director of central intelli-
 gence both an intelligence community
 chief and the head of clandestine collec-

 tion and covert action. The president too
 needs a single, effective counterpart for
 overseeing intelligence operations. That
 the authorities for the D CI have been

 compromised over the years is not neces-
 sarily an argument for their bifurcation
 and transfer to another management
 level in Washington.

 Other examples of ways in which struc-
 tural change can bring unforeseen prob-
 lems exist, but they cannot all be detailed
 here. The point remains; regardless of
 what structure the United States adopts
 for its intelligence service, transformation
 of capabilities depends on perfecting the
 policies and practices of intelligence
 against adversaries, many of whom are
 much less bureaucratically encumbered.
 For all the work underway on intelligence
 reform, we are off to a late start on

 encouraging intelligence "insiders" to
 develop those new capabilities.
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 Given the importance of intelligence
 to winning against al- Qaeda and other
 terrorist groups, reform of U.S. intelli-
 gence institutions should proceed with
 more caution than haste. The first rule

 must be to do no harm. The results of the

 9/11 Commission merit careful review
 and comparison with the results of the
 Commission on Iraq's Weapons of Mass
 Destruction, which should release its

 report in early 2005. The latter
 Commission should be allowed to finish

 its analysis and publish its findings before
 major institutional changes are made.

 Second, the new director of central

 intelligence should be given an opportu-
 nity to develop his own recommenda-
 tions based on careful review by his staff
 and the insiders who know, in many
 cases, where their greatest strengths and
 difficulties lie. Some of the problems
 may require legislative fixes, while others

 may not. We may find, in fact, that the
 cultures that permeate the U.S. intelli-
 gence establishment are more strengths
 than weaknesses, as they guard against
 myopia and group -think. What the
 United States may be missing most is not
 unity within the intelligence community
 but the kind of collective creativity that
 might emerge from allowing the insiders
 to "go large" and redesign their policies
 and practices. This inside reform can
 meet "outside" proposals in a collective
 strategy patiently conceived. This will
 only happen if a concerted effort is made
 in Congress to energize the intelligence
 community and offer it a measure of
 trust. The new director of central intelli-

 gence requires the mandate and the
 resources to bring effective change.
 Nowhere is this needed more than in the

 realm of HUMINT, where business is
 more art than science.

 NOTES
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